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NOW… ANYONE CAN LEARN OR TEACH WHAT DREAMS MEANWHY MICHAELS WROTE
A COURSE ON DREAMS. When Michaels agreed to teach a college course on dreams, she
saw there was no single source on dream interpretation. To fill the gap she put together A
MODERN DREAM ANALYSIS COURSE and perfected it over a ten year period.FOR
INDIVIDUALS, GROUPS, AND TEACHERS WHO VALUE SELF-EMPOWERMENT. With
interest in dreams at an all-time high, this timely book is perfect for those new to dreams yet is
also jam-packed with advanced content for individuals to decipher dreams, groups who gather
for fun to analyze their dreams, and teachers who are grateful to find a textbook and course
outline to teach dreams in a classroom or informal setting.DREAMS AS AN URGENT INNER
TOOL. Anyone who wants to mine the transforming insights of their inner voice should explore A
Modern Dream Analysis Course which uniquely offers:A to Z Dream InformationMIX AND
MATCH Optional Units to Use in Any OrderSUMMARIZED Theories of Experts and
PsychologistsON TARGET Examples and Optional ExercisesA RARE LOOK at the Unique
Dreams of TeenagersBEDTIME STORIES for Children with Sleep
ChallengesTRANSFORMATION DREAMS in Business, Sports, Science etc.BONUS UNITon
Howto Ask Questions to Get Dream AnswersAnd more…

About the AuthorRobert V. Lund is a Past Master of Kilwinning Lodge No. 565 in Toronto,
Ontario, Canada. Born in Johannesburg, South Africa in 1952, he immigrated to Canada in
1996. After joining the Craft in 2005, he has served several terms as the Chairman of the District
Education Committee for Toronto West District. He also served as a member of the Grand Lodge
Committee for Masonic Education. He began writing articles for the lodge newsletter. Many of
these articles found their way into other communications, such as Reflections - a Grand Lodge
publication, District magazines, various Masonic websites, and The Light Bearer, a publication
of the Canadian Theosophical Society. He also created and delivered a number of lectures on
the esoteric interpretations of the Craft degrees. He considers himself a seeker of truth and, in
following that path, has become a Rosicrucian and a Theosophist. His keen interest in the
origins of mankind, and the origins of religions, has aided his search for Truth. --This text refers
to the paperback edition.
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2010DEDICATIONTo those new to dreamsAnd practiced seekers…May your dreamsBring clear
soul answers.A MODERNDREAM ANALYSIS COURSEWhile teaching a college course on
dreams, I noticed there was no one, complete, source of material for dream interpretation. I
drafted a book anyone could use and, for the next ten years, kept adding more. The goal was a
practical, easy-to-use modern course about dreams anyone could use and teach. Many think
understanding dreams is hard. Not so! Dream analysis is easy! Dreams are a natural tool of the
mind anyone can access for daily use. No matter what your background, age, or level of interest,
A Modern Dream Analysis Course is a doorway into a lifetime of personal guidance from your
own psyche and soul that puts you in the driver’s seat of life and can transform your life.Note to
TeachersAs I taught college courses on dreams, I saw a huge interest in students of every age. If
you’re a teacher looking for a way to teach dreams in a classroom or informal setting, A Modern
Dream Analysis Course gives you a perfect outline and student textbook on dream
interpretation.Happy Dreaming!Table of ContentsWhat Is A Dream Five Steps To A Dream
MessagePeople In DreamsReasons To Pay Attention To DreamsWhat Dreams Cannot
DoFrequently Asked QuestionsHow To Remember Your DreamsYour Dream JournalBonus &
Advanced Dream HintsDream PatternsDreams Have An AgendaAsk A Question, Get A Dream
AnswerChildren, Sleep, And DreamsTeenage Dreams & NightmaresBreakthrough Insights In
Science And Arts Communicated In DreamsSleep & DreamsThe Physiology Of
SleepPsychology & DreamsIdeas Of Dream ExpertsPractice Dreams—Learn By Doing!Author’s
Final WordsBooksMini BooksAbout The Author1WHAT IS A DREAM?Sleep is when all the
unsorted stuff comes flying out as if from a dustbin, upset in a high wind. ― William Golding.WE
LIVE TWO LIVES. We walk two paths. One is a life of activity. The second is a secret inner life of
thoughts, feelings, goals, and wishes. Both mirror our activities, successes, obstacles, anxiety,
and changes. Sleep and dreams help to reconcile these two lives. Let’s see how that works.The
Outer Life. Each day we live up to family roles such as parent or sibling, and professional roles
like doctor, teacher, bus driver, clergyman, social worker, student, and so on. Outer roles define
what you DO, but not who or what you ARE.The Inner Life. In the background of daily activities,
we engage in a constant, silent, inner chatter which registers our reactions, thoughts, feelings,
goals, and wishes. Whether the inner talk is calm or in turmoil, we rarely share it.Separate yet
Joined. Inner and outer paths go their own way yet, like streams that flow into a river, they also



connect to a common source—the psyche, your inner manager. A touch of quiet time can help to
reconcile our inner and outer parts but in case you have no time for a walk, exercise class, or a
chat with a good friend, not to worry. The mind has a built-in solution to reconcile our inner and
outer experiences.THE PSYCHE––YOUR INNER MANAGERAs the inner manager, soul can
work together to ensure your best interests. The psyche is the “inner you” which knows all you
do, think, and feel. It monitors the chatter in your head, sorts out thoughts and feelings, and is
the link between the awake and sleeping self. As you sleep, the psyche sorts out the previous
day and sends insights as dreams to the waking you. As a true friend, the psyche is there to
help.The psyche is what defines you. It is the “I” or “me” which you identify with, the part of
yourself that you talk to, during an inner dialogue. It is a combination of mind (logic and intellect),
the conscious self (awake you), unconscious self (the sleeping you), the superconscious self
(soul part which hold ideals, standards, and an inner map). Thanks to its soul connection, the
psyche can also be a door to the Divine and the Great Beyond.Let’s see how the inner manager
creates a dream and sends messages to the awake self.the psyche is a combination of mind,
soul, conscience, and levels of awareness which connect your inner and outer parts. At some
level the psyche is aware 24/7 so that mind andLIFE IN THE FAST LANEWhether it is work or
play, people are active all day and usually have little time left to sort out the day’s blur of
thoughts, feelings, decisions, and problems. A few people may be in touch with their inner self
and able to connect to emotions and thoughts, and sort things out with ease. But most of us
simply muddle through a day and hope for the best. Hope springs eternal, but it does not sort out
the complex threads of life. What gets the job done? Read on... AN AUTOMATIC NIGHT
REVIEWWhen you go to sleep, the psyche begins an automatic housekeeping function to sort
and prioritize the day’s events, thoughts, and feelings. Renowned psychologist and dream
pioneer, Montague Ullman, labeled new daily input as “day residue.” During sleep, the psyche
sorts day residue as if your thoughts, feelings, and decisions were a stack of papers which need
to be sorted, prioritized, and filed. It compares the new to the past as your goals and
possibilities. It flags whatever needs attention and prioritizes what is on your plate. This
automatic night review prevents psychological and emotional overload and helps with
decisions. HOW A DREAM COMES TOGETHERHaving a dream may seem automatic, but how
it actually emerges is worth a glance:A First Scan and Sort. Like a high-speed computer, the
psyche scans the day’s actions, thoughts, and feelings. It compares new content to stored
content, including any shifts in thoughts, feelings, goals, and standards.File What is Completed.
The psyche files whatever was completed during the day. It then looks at unfinished pieces and
flags leftover feelings, unanswered questions, unfulfilled desires, plus new and on-going
problems. Any “day residue” that still needs your attention is flagged by the psyche. A Second
Deluxe Scan. Once basic sorting is complete, the psyche gives the flagged items a second,
deluxe, scan and evaluates issues with the full weight of its conscious and unconscious
resources. When all is re-evaluated, the psyche cranks out a “summary report” which
summarizes important issue, highlights what escaped your attention, and presents helpful



perspectives and advice.An Email from the Inner Self. As the final step, the psyche “emails” its
findings to the waking mind, which is a dream! The report is a visual story because the mind
works in images (symbols). The brain stores information as images and communicates in
images, so feedback by the psyche is a visual story. That is how a dream emerges.A DREAM
REPORT CAN INCLUDE:●  An overview about an issue.●  Past influences which affect
emotions or a situation.●  Current factors.●  Feelings you may not be in touch with or ones that
need balance.●  Suggested changes in perspective or attitude.●  Hints or actions on how to
deal with a concern.THE PSYCHE—YOUR BEST FRIEND & ADVISORDays can be so fast-
paced and complicated that we end up sharing little, even with those we love. That is especially
true for inner thoughts, feelings, and reactions which are a critical part of who we are. Poet and
singer Paul Simon crooned, “I am a rock, I am an island;” his words describe the phenomenon of
how a great deal of the inner self cannot be shared. Even on good days, many feel such a touch
of isolation which can be hard to bridge.One way to feel connected to self and others is to stay in
touch with your psyche. Inner guidance includes advice, comfort, healing, and connections to
the Divine, as desired or needed. When you access the psyche through dreams, you open the
door to potentials beyond the waking mind which helps with creativity, relationships, and
problem solving. It is the inner connection described in Carl Jung’s book, Memories, Dreams,
and Reflections. As Jung revealed, and which I discovered, diving into dream meanings adds an
amazing clarity to life—as a connection to the inner self. I wish the same for you!EXERCISE 1.
Pick a day to notice your inner thoughts, feelings, goals, and ideals, a day when you know you
can get a good night’s sleep. The next morning, see if clearer dreams emerge.EXERCISE 2. Pick
a day when you take time for inner pursuits like a leisurely walk, listening to music, meditation, or
other relaxing activities. As you take a break, notice changes in awareness such as
daydreaming, creative thoughts, or unexpected solutions and answers that occur to you––which
may be links to the unconscious. See if taking time for yourself deepened inner connections, and
how that made you feel.2Five steps to a dream messageYes, I am a dreamer! For a dreamer is
one who finds his way by moonlight and gets to see the dawn before the rest of the world. ―
Oscar WildeMANY THINK IT’S HARD TO UNDERSTAND DREAMS. Not so! Interpreting a
dream is as easy as learning to ride a bike. You get your balance, press forward, steer, follow the
rules of the road and you are on your way! The Five Step Dream Analysis Technique is a quick
way to get a dream message and works on most dreams. When you look for the message with a
sense of fun, awe, and adventure; the results can surprise you.THE FIVE-STEP DREAM
ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE Dreams are a language of pictures and like a jigsaw puzzle, as
you put the pieces together, a meaningful story unfolds. Five steps show how to unravel a
dream in minutes. The technique is easy to learn and it works for beginners and those
already into dream analysis. Once you use the five steps to uncover the message hidden in
a dozen dreams, you open the door to a lifetime of dream insights.Here are the five puzzle
pieces:1. Emotions2. The Story Line3. Match story to area of life4. Symbols5. The
messageStep One: EmotionsWhat you feel in a dream and reactions as you wake up, can be the



first clue to what a dream means. Sometimes emotions are the most important clue. For
example, suppose you dream you are on a roller coaster ride at an amusement park but does
not feel fun; it feels scary. The scary feelings tell you that the dream is about a problem or
challenge.QUESTIONS TO ASK TO EVALUATE FEELINGSHere are a few questions you can
use to pinpoint dream emotions:● How did you feel in the dream?● What did you feel as you
woke up?● Did the story shake you up? Why?● Is it a feeling you could use more of? Less of?
● Did the scene remind you of something that you felt in the past? If so, what might that say
about a current situation?EXERCISE: Dream Feelings. Select three dreams that felt intense and
review the questions about feelings. Did feelings during and after the dream help you
understand the dream?MORNING FEELINGS AS A SOUL ECHOIf you feel good or wake up
with joy or a positive, constructive emotion––such feelings can be a pat on the back from the
soul which says: “Well done! Keep doing what you’re doing.” But if you feel sad, out of sorts,
confused, or negative––you may want to examine or rethink your actions or attitudes. See what
may be off track or heading in the wrong direction but remain positive. Such “morning feeling
echoes,” tend to arrive in time to adjust whatever needs fixing.EXAMPLE: Emma, Age 26––
Encounter with my abusive ex.DREAM: In the dream I moved to my old neighborhood, which is
many miles away, so I could be close to my family and to escape my abusive ex. One day I was
at a football match, talking to a man. My ex appears; he comes over. I realize that he followed me
there and was not happy to see me talking with another man. I tell him to go away. My cousin
hears me; she says I was horrible to him. I tell her she has no clue about how he abused me in
every way. As I walk away, I see my cousin throw her clothes out of a car as she has sex with my
ex. A few minutes later she gets out of the car because he hurt her. She says she is sorry that
she did not believe me. I walk away and say that I don’t want to hear it. She is not my
problem.FELT HOW: Angry, unnerved. Relieved to walk away.LIFE ISSUES: Abusive exSTORY
LINE: Someone leaves another who does not understand.SYMBOLS:Old Neighborhood –
Reference to the past.Meeting Ex – Reviewing feelings about past hurt and pain.Cousin – Mirror
of self; coming to terms with the past.Walk away – Leave past behind; move on. THE MESSAGE:
Some dreams are a mirror of our feelings. It touches the pain you experienced with your ex and
shows you see things differently, now. Walking away shows that you turned a corner and are
strong enough to put the past behind you. Good on you.EXERCISE: Emotions as a Soul
Message. Select a day, week, or month. As you wake up on those days, note what you are
feeling and ask: “If what I feel were a comment from my soul, what would my soul be
saying?”Step TWO: THE STORY LINEThe Story line is a great tool to gain perspective about
what the dream means. When you wake up from a dream, you may have a first impression about
what it means which may be correct––or not! Creating a story line lets you step back and be
objective which helps you to get to the heart of a dream.TRANSLATE A DREAM INTO ITS
GENERALITIESA Story Line relates to the “gist” of the dream story. The story line is not a
summary. A summary is a short version of actual scenes and characters. The story line is very a
generalization that does not include scenes or characters. A story line extracts the “gist” and



uses the gist to GENERALIZE what is going on without naming objects, people, or actions. How
can you generalize? Use words like “someone” and “something” to capture the overall thrust
without mentioning the characters, objects, or actions. When you get the story line right, it can
instantly reveal what the dream means.For example, a young man dreams he is trying to catch a
firefly on a warm summer night. He keeps swatting at a firefly but misses. He chases one, but it
gets away. Out of frustration, he sits down on the grass. As he sits quietly, a firefly lands nearby.
He moves gently and catches it.The Story Line is: “Someone fails at what they do frantically but
succeeds when they relax.” Or: “Someone gets what they want by staying quiet and letting it
come to them.” Neither version mentions a young man, firefly, summer night, or sitting on the
grass. Words like “someone” and “something” translate the story into generalities and let you to
see the big picture without getting distracted by details.HOW TO FIND A STORY LINETo
generalize a story into one sentence, focus on what feels most important.● Use words like
“someone” and “something” to describe the main points of what is going on. Instead “catch a
firefly,” you can say, “reach a goal” or “accomplish something.” Instead of “driving a car,” you can
say “heading somewhere” or “in transit.”● Sift and distill the story into one clear thought. Try
several versions. Simplify and streamline each one without naming details. Try a few versions
until one makes you say “Aha!” Play with words, phrases, and metaphors to refine the gist, the
main thought. A slight twist can reveal a deep insight.● For a long dream, draft a story line for
each section. Then read them in sequence to see if they connect or what picture they reveal.
Sometimes each part repeats the same theme to highlight an important message. Sometimes
each part is a separate piece of a big picture.● If a dream rambles or is confusing, see what is
“similar” and what is “different” in the story. Similarities and differences can become story lines.
For example, Alicia long dream had half a dozen disjointed scenes as she shopped in a
department store for small items like nail polish, hand lotion, and scarves. Alicia never found
what she wanted and each time, she felt disappointed. In a final scene, Alicia came across a
beautiful ring that she had always wanted. The ring was a perfect fit and for sale at a price she
could afford!What was similar in the scenes was how Alicia looks for something but does not find
it.What is different is that Alicia finds something even better than what she was looking for. The
story line becomes: “After unsuccessful attempts to meet her needs, someone finds her heart’s
content.” Or: “Someone does not find superficial items that they want but discovers what is most
meaningful to them.”● A successful story line resonates with issues in your life. As you play with
story lines, it soon begins to feel natural.EXAMPLE: Naomi, age 38 – I am an old
woman.DREAM: In the dream I am a very old woman in my 80's or 90's, dressed in black; I wear
a veil. I am with five other old women who are all dressed the same way. We have grey hair which
is tied back; it looks smart. We get into a sleek, black taxi in a foreign city, it seems like Rome.
The driver asks where we are from. I reply in a foreign accent like Italian or Romanian. I feel
comfortable and am aware that I am old.FELT HOW: Felt good, comfortable, wise.LIFE ISSUES:
Letting go of old emotional barriers. New spiritual seeking.STORY LINE: Someone connects with
wise elders who are able to stay at their best. SYMBOLS:Group of old women: Accumulated



wisdom and experience.Dressed the same: Shared interests and background, a sense of
community.Taxi: Takes you where you want to go; en route, in transition.Foreign accent: Unique
or different.Foreign city: Exploring new territory, spreading one’s wings. MESSAGE: The dream
suggests that you are getting in touch with your own wisdom and experience, which may relate
to new interests. If beliefs include reincarnation, the story may tap into past wisdom and talents
connected to a long-ago life when you were surrounded by like-minded friends. It tells you that
you can draw on inner strength and wisdom no matter what challenges you face. You can endure
and retain your inner and outer beauty.EXERCISE: FIND THE STORY LINE:PICK a fairy tale you
love. Pretend it is a dream and find the Story Line. For example, a story line for The Ugly
Duckling story might be: “Someone does not fit in and feels dejected, then discovers their
uniqueness, which brings joy.”SELECT a movie which captures your interest. Pretend it is a
dream and write a Story Line. For example, the movie “Gandhi” might have the story line:
“Despite huge opposition, someone who is powerless acts with integrity and creates positive
change which affects many.”TAKE a favorite TV show and pretend one episode is a dream. What
would the Story Line be? Game shows like “Let’s Make a Deal” or “The Price is Right” might
have the story line: “Sometimes you win, sometimes you lose, but everyone has a good time.” An
episode of “Modern Family” may have the story line: “Despite differences, a family resolves
crises and problems because they love each other.”Step THREE: MATCH STORY TO LIFEThe
question is not “What does this dream mean?” The real question is “What does the dream tell
me about me or my life?” A dream is not just a story; it is a communication about you or your life!
Once you have a story line which captures the thrust of the dream and you align it to an area of
your life, you find the message.HOW TO ALIGN THE STORY TO YOUR LIFELet’s take a look at
how you match a story line to your life:● Review what is going on in your life, see if thoughts,
feelings, or a situation resonates to any part. In the example dream about the trying to catch a
firefly, the story line was: “Stay calm and wait for something to come to you.” If the young man
was trying to win a girl’s attention, the story line might hint that he should stay calm, give her time
to get to know him, and come toward him. If the dreamer is looking for a promotion, the message
might say: “Sit tight; a promotion will come to you in good time.”● If the story line connection to
life is not obvious, take the story line and turn it into a few questions. Questions for the Catch-a-
Firefly dream might be:- What am I frantic about?- What am I chasing?- What goal might work
better if I stay calm?- Is there something I need to put aside for a while?● You know you have
connected a story to when something “resonates” as an “Aha!” At first it feels like by accident but
after you get the story line for a handful of dreams, you easily begin to align it to your life. A
sports coach can describe how to score a goal, but the words do not make sense until you do it!
The same is true with dreams. With a little practice, matching a story line to life soon makes
sense and brings unique rewards.EXAMPLE: Story line relates to issues and emotions.Jackson,
age 24 – Light plugs and lights which go on and off.DREAM: My new work colleagues are
standing on the second floor or a tall house whose front wall is made of glass. I am outside on a
deck, looking up at them, from below. I have an extension cord that has a plug. When I unplug



the extension cord, it plunges my coworkers into darkness. I put the plug back into the socket as
if evaluating what happens; the lights come back on. Then I put the plug into a different socket.
They are bathed in blinding light, much brighter than before. When I unplug all the plugs again, I
plunge them into darkness again and wake up.FELT HOW: Confused.LIFE ISSUES: Frustration
at not knowing where I should be in life. STORY LINE: Someone sees things as they are, tries
options that bring too little, too much, then too little, again.SYMBOLS:Plugs: Ways to
interact.Light and Dark: Extremes; a seesaw of results.MESSAGE: The story hints that you are
checking out where things stand. As you observe actions or emotions around you, you see a
seesaw of extremes. Extremes in a dream often invite you to find the middle
ground.DREAMER’S INPUT: I am a worrier by nature, I tend to go over situations and
conversations in my head until it all seems much worse than it actually is. Your analysis pinpoints
my mind’s tendency to seesaw; I can see it is counter productive. Thank you.EXERCISE: Match
Story Line to a Life Situation. Select two recent dreams which had an impact on you. Create a
story line for each. Try several versions until one feels like an “aha.” Then match the story to
whatever thoughts, feelings, goals, activities, relationships, or situations resonate. See if the
match-up points to a message. Step FOUR: SYMBOLS & METAPHORSDreams are a language
of Images. As manager of the mind, the psyche selects familiar images to use as visual aids to
communicate a dream. Symbols are objects or people that hold meaning for you because of a
past experience. As a visual aid, a symbol acts like a hologram—a window within a window
which adds depth to a dream message.IMAGES RELATE TO WORDSWords and pictures are
second cousins because words are symbols, too! For example, the letters “S–U–N” do not
actually mean anything; they have meaning because those who speak English agree the letters
S-U-N relate to a bright object in the sky. The building blocks of every language are pictorial
“lines and squiggles” that we designate as words which signify objects.IMAGES AND
MEMORYImages have a special connection to sleep and memory. The brain does not store
memories as words—it stores only “images.” Every object, person, thought, and feeling enters
the brain as “a mind picture” that becomes an “unconscious association” which we call a
“memory.” It is a basic truth of how the mind works—the brain stores images! To process
information (thoughts and feelings), the mind draws on the “mind pictures” stored in
memory.DREAMS, IMAGES, AND THE MINDThe mind creates a dream from images you store
in memory, so both dreams and the mind “communicate in pictures. Per the expression, “A
picture is worth a thousand words," dreams and symbols are a powerful form of communication
because of the feelings and thoughts that we associate with them. That is what dreams,
symbols, memory, and the mind have in common—they all use visual cues to
communicate.IMAGE GAMES––PLAYING CHARADESCharades is a parlor game where
someone silently acts out a word or a phrase, while others try to guess what they silently mime.
For example, to portray “sounds like,” you circle your ear with your hand and lean forward as if
you are listening to something! That is how dreams communicate. A dream is a pantomime
(silent show) of images (symbols and metaphors) that represent ideas (picture memories)—that



point to a different but related, meaning. Once you make the connection, you get the
message.GET THE PUNCH LINE OF A JOKEA symbol is a single image. A metaphor is a
complex image of several visuals which form a big picture. Like getting the punch line of a joke,
to understand symbols and metaphors, you connect to a memory (association). As you step
back and savor the connection, the dream meaning sneaks up and surprises you!SYMBOLS
ARE UNIQUE ASSOCIATIONSA core concept about A dream symbol is that it is unique to your
personal experience. If you were bitten by a dog, a dog in a dream is a frightening image. But if
you had a dog as a pet and playmate, a dream about a dog represents love and friendship. That
is why dream dictionaries do not and cannot work! A dream dictionary implies there is a one-to-
one correspondence between a symbol and what it means, like words in a dictionary. That may
sound logical as a tempting shortcut to find out what a dream symbol means except––it is not so!
What a symbol means to you depends on your personal memory about an object, scene, or
person––which we call “an association.” It is easy to understand a dream symbol. Explore your
memories about an image and as you do, thoughts and feelings (associations) emerge which
reveal a true and accurate meaning. That’s how it works.EXAMPLE: Note how symbols relate to
dreamer’s unique associations.Eliza, age 28 – Bird flies through my house.DREAM: A Wren flew
into the basement of my home; my cat caught it and put it into a cardboard box. As I grabbed the
cat, the bird flew out the front door, unharmed. My mom and my dead grandparents were all
sitting in the dining room.FELT HOW: Panic and anxiety because I once heard that a bird
entering a home foretells someone’s death.LIFE ISSUES: Financial, home life, love life is in
limbo, fear of losing people close to me.STORY LINE: Something is accidentally not where it
should be and although it comes close to tragedy, all ends well. SYMBOLS:Bird: A creature of
nature, something wild.Flies through house: Something out of place. Cat: Sudden danger, a
possible death or threat.Family members: Witnesses; those who love and support.MESSAGE:
As a symbol, a bird flying into a house is not normally an omen of death but... if that is your
association, it could mean that for you. The story speaks of an unexpected event which could
end badly but ends up okay. As an association of a bad omen to you, the story may relate to an
unexpected event such as a health problem (yours or someone else's) or a mishap at work. But
because all ends well, whatever the issue, you notice it in time and fix it before anything bad
happens.Bottom Line: The dream is a heads up to notice and handle a sudden challenge. HOW
TO FIND THE MEANING OF A SYMBOLPAST ASSOCIATIONS (Sigmund Freud)Freud invites
dreamers to note past memories (associations) about a dream symbol. Freud correctly
observed that dream images relate to something from your past as a past association whose
impact and meaning spills over into the present. This is called the “Association Method” as the
gold standard to decipher a dream symbol.For example, when Pam attended the funeral of a
loved one, she saw red roses at the service and later dreamed about red roses. For Pam, the red
roses became an “association” connected to the funeral as feelings of sorrow, sadness, and
loss. The dream "borrowed" those associations to convey a new message about a different kind
loss, like a lost opportunity or sorrow about a relationship.Another dreamer, Mary, received



yellow roses from her husband every year on her birthday so to Mary, yellow roses represented
love and caring. When Mary dreamed of roses, they conveyed feelings of love and appreciation.
Both Pam and Mary had dreams about roses but the message was different, because of their
different memory associations to the flower.Think of dream symbols as pictures that jog your
memory, like an “emotional shorthand” that link to you to past incidents, thoughts, or feelings. A
dream image invites you to go back in time and “re-feel” or “re-think” whatever you originally
experienced. As you recall an old memory, a meaning may peek through that relates to the
present. Sifting your memories to understand a dream symbol may sound hokey, but Freud’s
brilliant technique works!Example: Scott dreamed that he was at a baseball game, having a
wonderful time. He was entranced by a gleaming baseball bat that he used in the dream to score
a home run. As Scott searched his memory, he recalled how he loved to play baseball in high
school; with a high batting average, he was a star baseball player. The story line said: “When
someone does what they love, it brings success.” As a parallel to his life, Scott thought about
what he loved as an adult and realized that he felt blocked at work; his career as an architect had
arrived at an impasse. Scott felt he did the lion’s share of the work for his company yet received
only a small slice of the pie for his labor. Around the time of the dream, Scott was toying with the
idea of starting his own business. The memories about loving baseball jogged his memory to a
time when he was happy; the dream became an inspirational message that said: “Do what you
love; use your skills to be a successful star” as encouragement to start his own company. Scott
took the plunge and moved forward without regrets. Summary: Go Backward in time with a
symbol:● Select a symbol which feels intense or important.● Think about the last time you saw
or experienced the object or person (when, where, etc.).● When a memory emerges, recall your
feelings and thoughts about the object or event and see how if they relate to a current
circumstance.● If nothing clicks, keep digging. Consider another experience or memory about
the object, person, or scene until an association clicks and sheds light on a current
issue.EXERCISE: Go back in time with a Symbol. Select three symbols from recent dreams.
Review your memories as you go backward in time to associations which emerge for you. Note
memories that add understanding to the dream.EXAMPLE: Note how memories about a main
symbol led to the message.Richard, age 35 – Doing one’s duty and rescuing a beloved
pet.DREAM: I’m in a large building with a group, working on a complex task which is dangerous
in some way. The boss is the owner of the building; he nervously watches our every move. There
is an orange cat nearby, it loves me most of all and is actually my cat but at the moment it seems
to belong to my boss. My boss is relieved when I successfully complete the task. I then climb a
small tower where the cat is perched, watching me. I reach up to take it down. At first the cat is
afraid, then it happily clings to me. I wonder if my boss will try to stop me but am resolved to
keep my cat. Fortunately, the boss does not get in the way. I take my kitty home. We are so happy
to be together again in a safe place, not bothered by others.FELT HOW: Anxious, then
relieved.LIFE ISSUES: Stressful work deadlines, many distractions.STORY LINE: Despite
challenges, someone fulfills a commitment and claims what is theirs.SYMBOLS:Cat: The



dreamer once had a peaceful cat which became a symbol of being at peace.Orange: Richard
had travelled to India; the orange color reminded him of street monks who were an association
to his inner spiritual quest.Orange cat: Richard had rescued an orange kitty which became a
symbol of what needs love, care, and attention.MESSAGE: Richard had a demanding job.
When pressured by deadlines, he felt stressed and nervous that he would not be able to meet
them. As an association, the orange kitty said: “Calm down, find your inner peace. That will
enable you to meet your deadlines.” As advised in his dream, Richard reconnected to his inner
self and found the calm to complete his work with ease.PARALLEL ASSOCIATIONS (Carl
Jung)As a young associate of Freud, psychologist Carl Jung added a fresh perspective to dream
symbols. In addition to working with past memories, he noted current meanings of symbol, a
technique called “symbol amplification.” For example, a dog you now have may represent loyalty,
friendship and being protective.As you sift what a symbol means to you, check current thoughts
and feelings about an object or person. In a dream about a rose list what a rose means to you
now, such as beauty, a wonderful scent, softness, and so on. If you dream of a house, consider
what it feels like to live in your current home, apartment, or location. List current associations,
then see if a thought or feeling adds something to the message.For example, suppose you
dream you are sitting by a lovely lake, with sunshine and blue skies. The scene may bring up
images of a vacation getaway, relaxation, and peacefulness. If the dreamer is an accountant who
works long, stressful days at the height of tax season, sitting by the lake may remind them of a
vacation as a hint to find quiet moments during a hectic time. If the dreamer is a retired senior
whose life is stressful, a scene of sitting by the lake may mirror the joy and peace they have
reached, as a reminder to savor each day after a lifetime of striving. Because memories and
associations are unique, each dreamer has to decide how a symbols applies to
them.EXAMPLE: Water is a main symbol in this dream.Helena, age 92 – What happened?
DREAM: I go into the kitchen. An elderly lady and her sister are there. The kitchen is flooded with
water about six inches deep; I am horrified. Shocked and surprised ask, “What is this?” but no
one has an answer.FELT HOW: Shocked and upset.LIFE ISSUES: A senior, coping with breast
cancer.STORY LINE: Someone is unhappy about a mess they encounter.SYMBOLS:Kitchen:
Where the action is, where nurturing or what one needs is put together. In this dream, a
metaphor of health treatments (radiation).With her sister: In real life, a family member took the
dreamer to the hospital for treatments.Flood: Water is often a symbol of emotions; a flood is a
metaphor of feelings that overflow or something that has broken down. MESSAGE: Helena was
about to receive radiation treatments for an early stage of breast cancer. On the day of the
dream, Helena arrived at the hospital for her first treatment, but she changed her mind about
going forward with the treatment. As the oncologist entered the room, she felt very emotional
and demanded that he remove the pre-inserted catheter from her breast which had been
causing her a great deal of pain and said she no longer wanted the radiation. Helena’s intense
feelings register in the dream as a flood.Bottom Line: Before Helena agreed to the radiation, her
family doctor suggested she did not have to go through with the treatment. As an older senior,



the tiny breast lump was not a threat; Helena was more likely to die of other causes. She felt
pressured do radiation but then changed her mind. Family members supported Helena in doing
what felt right.EXERCISE: Amplify a Symbol. Select a recent dream with an image which brings
out strong feelings. Think about what the symbol means to you, here and now. List the feelings
and thoughts it evokes. Do the associations shed light on the dream?THE GESTALT
APPROACH (Fritz Perls)– A FUN TECHNIQUEPsychologist Fritz Perls encouraged dreamers to
“become the symbol,” like an actor who takes on a role; the technique is called “gestalt.”
Pretending to be a dream symbol may sound strange or childish but it works! How come?
Sometimes the logical mind cannot grasp the hidden meaning behind a symbol. A creative,
playful approach like “acting out” opens the door to intuitive thoughts and feelings which get you
past the walls of logic. When all else fails, try the Gestalt Approach. It may surprise you.A fun
demonstration happened at a dream seminar. John was an important businessman; he was
skeptical about dreams but attended with his girlfriend. John shared a dream which he called,
“The Arrogant Rat.” In the dream, John was very upset because a rat had invaded his living room
and made a gaping hole in the wall just behind a sofa; John was very angry at the rat for ruining
his living room. When he tried to shoo it away, the rat parked in the middle of the room as if it
owned the place!John had no clue what the dream meant or what the rat could represent in his
life. Gestalt works well with dreams that evoke strong feelings so we placed two chairs, face to
face, in the middle of the room and invited John to role play––himself, versus the rat.John was a
good sport. He sat in the chair and with appropriate indignation, shouted: “Rat, what are you
doing in the middle of my living room? How dare you take over my space!” He then moved to the
second chair and “became” the rat. John paused to compose the arrogant rodent’s reply.
Suddenly his face froze; the group looked on with curiosity as John doubled over with
laughter.When he pulled himself together, John shared what happened. As the suave, important
President of a large company, John was used to getting his way. As soon as he sat down in the
rat’s chair he realized, “I am the arrogant creature––I am the rat!” The rat portrayed someone
who haughtily took over a space and to his credit, John instantly recognized the trait in himself.
In John’s defense, he was not always arrogant (I was friends with him and his girlfriend).
However, his psyche knew that getting rid of the occasional streak would make him a better
leader. Thanks to the dream, John began to show more of his caring side and made great
strides in dealing with employees.Gestalt Summary––Have a Talk with a Dream Symbol:●
Select a symbol that feels intense or makes you curious.● Set two chairs, face to face, for you
and the dream symbol.● Move back and forth between the chairs; have a dialogue about the
story as the dreamer, then the symbol.● Let the conversation take its course until something
“pops” which reveals a hidden meaning about you or the dream.● You can also do the exercise
as a written dialogue between you and a dream object or person.EXERCISE: Become a Dream
Symbol. Choose a symbol. Write or act out a conversation between you and symbol. Express all
thoughts or feelings. Let the conversation ramble until it reveals an insight about you or the
dream.SYMBOLS AS WORD GAMESA dream symbol is like an emoji—a picture with a



message. Dream images often play with words that relate to an expression, a jingle, or a song
snatch. Word plays often show up in dreams. A dream about a person with a missing head says,
"he lost his head" to point out how someone acts rash or unwise. A man with a gun can say,
“something feels dangerous.”Examples of Dream Emojis. To get a point across, the psyche can
get creative with dream visuals:● Ivy was a single woman in her twenties; she dreamed of a
handsome man who smiled as he held a sparkling, heart-shaped, head of lettuce. She had just
met a new man but she had doubts. Ivy loved salads and “lettuce” was a play on the words for
“let us” as an invitation to get to know him.● Tamara dreamed of a shiny black seal at Sea World
which was having a great time, splashing in the water. As word play, a “seal” can be what “holds
two things together” like a commitment.” Tamara had been dating Alan for three years and
wondered if he would ever propose. The joyous “seal” in suggested he would and that they
would be happy. A while later, Alan did propose; Tamara said yes.● Harry was rarely
remembered dreams but one night saw someone sing the lines, “From sea to shining sea.” His
wife pointed out that “sea” could be a play on the words “to see” as something he needed to
“take a good look at.” Harry remembered the clanking sounds he kept hearing in the basement.
He checked it out and discovered a heater which was on the brink; he got it fixed before winter
set in.EXAMPLE: Notice bathroom and bathroom stalls as word play.Leo, age 47 – No Room in
Bathroom StallsDREAM: I have returned home; I have to change my clothes. I go into a
communal bathroom to change. When I open a stall, a street person who is a squatter has
moved in with a shopping cart full of dirty old clothes and items. I go to the next stall and see the
same thing. I try to push past but hear a growl; an angry street person warns me not to get any
closer so I back away. I go to the next stall, then the next. Each one is being used by a squatter. I
realize that I have to clear out the stalls so me and others can use them and am optimistic that I
can do it.FELT HOW: Overwhelmed, startled.LIFE ISSUES: Just returned to work after a
medical leave.STORY LINE: Someone has to clear what has piled up.SYMBOLS:Coming home:
Being where one belongs.Change clothes: Clothes as attitudes, an adjustment.Bathroom: A
place to let go; looking for relief.Stalls: Play on words for what is stalled, clogged. MESSAGE:
When Leo returned to work after a one-month absence, he found stacks of paperwork that
needed his attention. Grocery carts full of old stuff was a perfect play on words for the pile of
work that greeted Leo. The ending showed that Leo felt up to the task; he jumped in with both
feet to clear the mess. EXERCISE: Symbols as Emojis. Look for visuals in recent dreams that
could have a double meaning or relate to a quote or general wisdom.A METAPHOR AS A
COMPLEX VISUALA symbol is often a single image. A metaphor can be several images which
add up to a bigger picture, a collage that bumps up the meaning. For example:● A clock running
down a hall says, “time is running out.” A clock with wings says, “time flies.” Both are a message
to hustle, to get moving. ● A big head is an image of a “swelled head” as a hint someone may
think too highly of themselves.● A body with no head speaks of someone who has “lost his
head” to describe someone who acts weird or inappropriate.● Looking for a bathroom speaks of
“looking for release” or “a need to let go of crap.” A flushed toilet indicates “crap that is released”



or “a need to let go” of what is yukky or negative.● New rooms or a large house is a common
metaphor for “new opportunities” or “discovering new horizons.”● Winning a lottery is a great
visual for “achieving good fortune” or “an unexpected win.” Alas, what you win is rarely money; it
tends mirror an achievement or advancing in life.● Driving and driving lessons are a metaphor
about “learning to maneuver in life” or “taking a path that moves you forward.”Have fun with
metaphors. Relax, let your creative side bubble to the surface and open doors to the
unconscious, the gateway to intuition and the soul—from which insights emerge.EXAMPLE: A
vegetable garden as a metaphor.Daphne, age 27 – A Vegetable Garden of My OwnDREAM: I
am at a seminar or a retreat. I take a walk outdoors with others then branch out on my own.
Secretly, I am scouting out the large vegetable garden nearby which belongs to a famous TV
chef and is exactly the kind of garden I want. I am trying to figure out how to copy it. Suddenly the
chef is beside me; instead of being mad, he welcomes me and says he will show me how so I
can have my own garden. He says, “It’s easy, just plant the seeds and let them grow; Mother
Nature does the rest.” I am ecstatic. Now I can be open about what I really want and have my
own garden, at home.FELT HOW: Encouraged, inspired.LIFE ISSUES: I want to get healthy
and back in shape.STORY LINE: Someone seeks a healthy track and finds it.SYMBOLS:A
retreat: Inner contemplation, sorting out self.In a group then alone: Defining self, personal
needs.Vegetable Garden: Healthy food, a healthy lifestyle.Famous chef: Role model, a metaphor
of healthy ideals. A warm welcome: Turning point; shows dreamer is ready to begin to embrace
the healthier lifestyle she seeks. The words “Mother nature will do the rest”: A play on words that
says: Once you start, good health unfolds naturally.MESSAGE: Now that Daphne’s toddlers
were older, she was ready to rebuild her health and body; until then it was hard to find the time.
As a metaphor about health, the vegetable garden inspired Daphne to start by eating lots of
veggies!EXERCISE. Look for metaphors which might hold a surprise, hidden, underlying
meaning.SYMBOLS MIRROR PERSONAL STYLEAs the inner you, the psyche mimics your
communication style and uses symbols, metaphors, and expressions which are familiar. If you
are dramatic, dream symbols and stories may be filled with drama! If you are a poet at heart,
dreams will be full of flowery, poetic, imagery. If you are direct and use few words, dream stories
may like a summary: short with few symbols.EXERCISE: Personal Style. Have a think about how
you express yourself then check your dreams. Do they mirror how you communicate?SHARED
SYMBOLSSymbols relate to your personal experiences. Growing up in a big city is different than
growing up on a farm; each provides unique experiences which become personal dream
symbols. However, at the same time, a lot of what we experience has shared social meaning
which can overlap. Both city and small-town residents have pets, experience love and loss, and
watch the same TV shows and movies. No matter where you grew up, Christians see a cross as
a religious symbol of sacrifice and love. Yet a gold cross you received from a grandmother can
be very personal, too, as a unique dream symbol. Be confident as you decipher symbols and
metaphors. You are your own best teacher.EXAMPLES OF SYMBOLSWITH SHARED SOCIAL
MEANINGSAlthough symbols are unique to personal experience, as social creatures we also



share cultural meanings about objects and people, as in these examples:Animals. Our
four footed and feathered friends are convenient stereotypes for positive and negative traits.
Drew was a college student who began to sleep in and skip classes; he got lazier by the day.
One morning Drew had a dream about a brown eyed cow, lazily chew a mouthful of straw, in
bed. As he woke up, Drew got the joke: the metaphor said he was “a lazy cow." Drew and had no
more trouble getting out of bed!Cars and vehicles are often a symbol of the body as the vehicle
which takes you through life. Cars can mirror your directions and paths and how you handle
them. But if you deal with cars at work or as a hobby, they can have a more complex meaning.
Always go back to personal associations.Children. A baby or child can refer to a new project,
activity, or opportunity. What happens to the child shows what is unfolding or what can unfold. A
child can also show open, innocent traits or acting immature.Clothes. You change what you wear
to suit weather, mood, or circumstances, so clothes are a good symbol of "attitudes." Melanie
saw herself searching through her wardrobe in a dream. She saw styles she no longer liked and
nothing fit, which said: "You have outgrown old attitudes and perspectives.” The dream told
Melanie she was growing and changing, which coincided with the new parts of her life.Death. As
the ultimate change we face, death frightens many and becomes a symbol of scary or painful
change. Most dreams about funerals and death speak of loss, transition, and change which can
be shifts in attitude, career, lifestyle, or relationships.Faces & Features. Facial expressions and
parts of the body relate to how we use them. Hair emerges from the scalp; so do thoughts. Hair
and hairstyles point to attitudes and whatever is on your mind. Stiff hair can represent "rigid
thinking." A new hairstyle which looks good suggests that a new idea or attitude is the right way
to go. Houses. Buildings and rooms speak of related areas of life. An office can refer to work,
career, and skills. A kitchen is about eating habits, health, or “what you are cooking up” in life.
How and what you cook and what it tastes like can mirror how you are handling a real life
counterpart.Money, Jewels, and Valuables. Valuables can be a metaphor about personal values
or represent attitudes towards possessions. Marshall dreamed he was stacking dollar bills onto
a high shelf which hinted, "Keep standards high” about a goal.EXAMPLE 1: A sandwich has
both personal and shared associations.Amber, age 16 – Making a Sandwich.DREAM: I
dreamed I was making a sandwich, but people kept interrupting me non-stop and asking me to
do things. And no matter what, I couldn't say no.FELT HOW: Annoyed.LIFE ISSUES:
Stress.STORY LINE: Because someone lets others impose on them, they accomplish little.
SYMBOLS:Sandwich: Nourishment; what one enjoys.Making a sandwich: Taking care of self;
personal needs.Constant interruptions: Annoyances, what gets in the way.Requests for help:
What sidetracks.Have to say yes: Feeling obliged, lack of discrimination, not being able to draw
the line.MESSAGE: The story describes someone who has a hard time saying no and lets
others distract them, so they don’t get what they need and want. The dream invites you to learn
to say no; for example, you can say, “I’d love to but I have other commitments.” People accept no
for an answer when you say so with tact and kindness.Bottom Line: Make time for yourself. At
sixteen, your priority should be to look after yourself, study, and develop talents. It is great to help



others but not if it feels annoying and wastes your time and energy.EXAMPLE 2: A bunny rabbit
has a shared and a personal meaning.Tess, age 42 – Rabbits overrun my backyard.DREAM: I
see a large, fat, cute, bunny which is about to hop through a fence into my backyard. Then a
bunch of other fat rabbits line up, also getting ready to jump through the fence. A North American
Indian appears and hangs a black cloth over the fence which acts like a barrier and stops rabbits
from getting in. I am relieved. I love rabbits but a bunch would be overwhelming. The Indian tells
me, “Stop” and I know exactly what he is talking about. I was doing something wrong and have to
fix it. As he walks away, I say “Thank You.”FELT HOW: Anxious, then relieved. I know I am
guilty.LIFE ISSUES: Health and weight issues, a sweet tooth which is hard to control. Had the
dream at Easter when there was a lot of chocolate treats in the house.STORY LINE: Someone
sees they need to stop something that can quickly get out of hand.SYMBOLS:Bunny: Easter
bunny, a sweet creature, an association to chocolate and treats like Blue Bunny ice cream. A
metaphor about cravings which often got out of hand.North American Indian: To the dreamer, an
association of someone who guides and knows the safe path.Black Cloth: What blocks the way,
keeps objects at bay.MESSAGE: The scene mirrors the expression, “Out of sight, out of mind” as
a hint to keep sweets out of sight. Tess had begun to eat sweets every night, so the dream said:
“If you don’t stop, your sweet tooth will take over.”
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